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Samatha at Home 16 

Dear Friends, 

Here we are again. Today is the start of a new lockdown in England, and various variations 
around the UK have been in operation for a while. International readers are, mostly 
experiencing this too. The news is so sad, and the situation so hard, it is difficult to feel 
optimistic. So we very much hope everyone is safe and healthy. We hope people have a group 
to practise with. If for any reason you have not, please get in touch and let us know. 

It is like a cycle coming around again. Over the last few months, up to and including the last 
lockdown, people in Samatha have experience incredible obstacles: terrible bereavements, 
illness, loss of jobs, cancelled weddings and family celebrations, changes in living 
circumstances and worries about jobs and future. It has been so impressive having contact 
with people who have working through these, and seeing how they have done so. It is often 
young people who have coped with impressive maturity with such major setbacks, but older 
ones have too.  It is all just so strange for everyone, and harder if there has been grief or worry 
too. The word that kept on coming to my mind when I was thinking about this was a Pali term 
for a condition that can arise and change people’s practice and lives, for which there is no good 
translation: upanissaya condition. It is the ‘strong support’, that can act as a basis or a 
motivator for immense change. 

This was impressed on me when I saw a programme about addicts. It was filmed in a region 
where the problem had dropped dramatically during and after lockdown, mainly, it seems, 
because those helping people with problems of this kind were there when they were needed. 
So people, with help, had really turned their lives around. In Pali terms, this is an upanissaya: 
an event that can be quite bad, but which is turned to advantage. An upanissaya does not have 
to be a bad event: a happy one, like a new relationship or a new job, could also have this effect. 
This sense, though, of a major event coming into all our lives leaves the decision up to us…how 
can we stay happy and help our friends and families too?  We do hope everyone is managing 
to keep safe, and is feeling they have ‘strong support’ for these dark times. 
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One great aspect of things coming around again is the incredible leaf and tree colours we get 
at this time of year. It is great to enjoy them! I do not know the science but was told that the 
reason that trees have such extraordinary colours now is because something in them is 
breaking up and degenerating: the amazing stains, pools and floods of purples, browns, 
yellows, scarlets and crimsons are a products of chemicals produced from decay and 
degeneration. They are so beautiful because they are changing and responding to changed 
conditions, with such lovely colours.  The wonderful pictures this issue were taken by a 
samatha meditator who visited Batsford Arboretum (Gloucestershire), which is having a 
particularly good display year…. 

 

 

 

 

We hope people keep in touch – do send us your pictures, drawings, articles, reflections, 
observations, poems, stories or anything, to put in the newsletter. So we were very happy to 
hear from people at the Samatha Centre in Manchester, with their thoughts and reflections on 
meeting in cyberspace, and sometimes at the centre.  It is so good to get personal reflections 
and a sense of how people are going on. Milton Keynes is a young centre, but it is heartening 
to hear of the great sense of community and participation that can grow over years, as it has 
done in Manchester. Thanks for contributions this time from Pamela Block, Tracey Bochenski, 
Claire Heaton, Alice Pitt Knowles, Hugo Shakeshaft and Olivia Tew. 

And we hope everyone keeps safe. 

Warm wishes,  

Sarah and Guy 

sarah99shaw@gmail.com 
 
guy.healey@outlook.com    

mailto:sarah99shaw@gmail.com
mailto:guy.healey@outlook.com
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In this month’s video we have two short stories from the Dhammapada commentary, the 
first being about an elephant who gets stuck in the mud, and the second about an 
elephant who serves the Buddha. The verses, 327 for the first story and 328 to 330 for the 
second, come from the section on Elephants in the Dhammapada. 
 
 

You can watch the video by clicking on the link below: 
 
https://player.vimeo.com/video/474222558 
 
 
 
 

All previous issues of Samatha at Home can be found at: www.samatha.org/samatha-at-home 

  

https://player.vimeo.com/video/474222558
http://www.samatha.org/samatha-at-home
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The Obscurations 

 
The Saturday morning talks continue to ‘inspire…..’ as Ron Tonkin described the effect of 
dhamma talks from the suttas this week.  These have been lockdown-and-its-various-
variations treat for us over the last few months. Veronica acts as our very warm and 
welcoming hostess – she always comes up with really useful comments and questions too. 
The ‘floor’ is open after the talks, for comments and questions, and we usually have a short 
meditation too.  Ron’s talk gave us a collage of stories and incidents from the suttas; he 
explained the terms, and talked us through bits that can mystify those new to suttas. He, 
like Rob Adkins a couple of weeks before, was able to flesh out some of the background 
to the monastic side because of his experience as a monk a few years ago. So this was a 
timely talk: Rob’s contribution had entertainingly and movingly talked us through what it 
felt like to take this step, taking up the robe for a few months and then returning as  a 
layman. He too had told stories, and completely turned fairy tale into an inner drama, 
helpful for practice. Through that, he had looked into the causes that had contributed to 
his own search, and invited us to as well. 
 
For this talk, Ron dwelt on suttas, and one list in particular from them. Ron related each 
factor to problems and difficulties that you can have in the meditation practice. Odd 
thoughts and difficulties can arise. As he said, if you get one of these troublesome 
problems or thoughts coming up, that is fine. You open the door, let the difficulty in, have 
a look at it, but then let it out the back door and don’t invite it to have a cup of tea in the 
kitchen! I could not begin to communicate Ron’s inimitable style. In his telling one felt the 
great individuality and character of individual arahants, whose stories he has picked out 
from various sources, so that he finds memorably endearing traits about them. Here is a 
discussion of one sutta he chose, and some reflections arising from his very helpful 
comments. 
 
The sutta he took is from the Majjhimanikāya. As Ron said, if suttas are strange to you, this 
collection out of the four is probably the most approachable. There are 150 in all. He 
suggested just having a go at reading one, letting it sink in, and perhaps let it absorb over 
a few days as you reflect on it. As he pointed out, suttas in this collection tend to have a 
bit of a story, and are ‘whole’: you picture of the incident where the teaching was told, and 
a feel for the circumstances, that you don’t in some of the suttas from other collections. 
This one is sutta 128, the Upakkilesa Sutta. An uppakkilesa is a mild distraction, or 
something that gets in the way of practice: obscuration is quite a good translation.  
 
It is always worth looking at the background story for suttas: it often sets a particularly 
significant atmosphere, theme or group of people that gives a dramatic backdrop, 
sometimes giving an extra dimension to what the sutta is teaching. This one starts with a 
dramatic opening. There has a been constant arguing and bickering amongst a particular 
group of monks. The Buddha delivers some verses on ways that they should live together. 
Then the Buddha goes to see a group of monks who do live in accord. There are some nice 
touches: the washing of guests’ feet in the traditional manner, the way the gatekeeper 
does not recognise the Buddha (showing that he must have looked like others most of the 
time), and the way that immediately they feel a good atmosphere on entering the park 
where the three ascetics are staying. They live with their ‘minds like milk and water mixed.’ 
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He finds out a number of practical details about how they live well together: they clear out 
the rubbish, sweep the floor and have a good system for making everything work. 
Everything is done in silence, except that every few days they have a dhamma discussion. 
This all rings true: each has an allotted job, so there are none of the usual arguments about 
that sort of thing. Getting the working detail of a harmonious community, in silence, right 
down to clearing the space ready for eating and everyone chipping in, resonates with 
anyone who has done a quiet retreat at Greenstreete and knows the sense of community 
silence can give – with occasional very good discussions.  
 
After Anuruddha expresses some of his difficulties in meditation, the Buddha describes 
some of the problems meditators can come across in what appears, from the way he 
describes it, to be a samatha practice.  Anuruddha is the arahat most famous for the 
practice of breathing mindfulness, so this is very likely. The list of problems that can come 
up seem as pertinent now as it was then – and, interestingly, it is one of the few places 
where the Buddha uses the first person and talks about his own practice, an event in 
suttas, which usually happens at times where he is talking very much ‘one-to-one’ with 
someone. Anuruddha says the meditators do see ‘light and forms’ – they get some sense 
of direction in the practice – but they go away. So the Buddha describes the problems he 
also encountered in his own meditation.  
 
He lists eleven items, as follows: 
 

1. Doubt 
2. Lack of attention 
3. Sloth and torpor 
4. Fear: like a man setting out on a journey (a dangerous thing to do in ancient 

India) who finds murderers leaping out to attack him 
5. Elation and excitement 
6. Inertia 
7. Too much energy – like someone trying to grip a quail too tightly, so that it dies. 
8. Lack of energy – like someone trying to carry a quail who does not give it 

enough support, so that it flies away 
9. Longing of various kinds 
10. Perception of diversity 
11. Excessive meditation on forms 

 
I won’t go through each one on the list, though Ron did in his talk. But sometimes one of 
them can really be a problem in the meditation.  
 
The issue of fear can be subtle and you might not even realise it is a problem. One 
meditator said recently she had used to experience a great deal of panic in daily life. She 
had noticed that when she panicked, her breath became short and jagged. But, by settling 
the mind in the longest and longer breaths,  she found she could gradually go to the 
shorter and shortest breaths in the meditation – and not feel panic at all.  She just used to 
go up and down the lengths, trying to keep each one with a feeling of peace and care. She 
realised that the short breaths, which she had always associated with fear, could be very 
peaceful indeed. This was a great help to her too in daily life when she found herself in a 
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situation that was stressful and which made her agitated. The body seemed to remember 
that short breaths could be peaceful, fine and settled, and she found the situations that 
had previously been so intimidating need not be. As the pandemic continues unabated, 
panic does not have to – I have found this useful to bear in mind during the practice too. 
Going through all the lengths, with evenness, I have found a good way of seeing the 
meditation steps as a whole. Most of the time we practise with the length of breath 
suggested to us, or ‘which we prefer’. Sometimes it is helpful to have loving kindness to 
all lengths of the breath. This makes the practice, on some occasions, like an exercise in 
finding out how to enjoy and appreciate each stage, just for its own sake.  
 
Another one we all get at some stage or another is lack of attention. I like Boonman’s 
advice to meditators in this regard. He suggests seeing the practice as a way of escaping 
gangsters. So, if you find you cannot focus on a longer breath, going to a shorter one can 
help. If the short breaths don’t work, sometimes going to a very long breath helps to 
restore feeling, and gives a kind of refuelling, so that the practice can find equilibrium 
again. The last two are interesting as they appear to refer to quite experienced meditators: 
perception of diversity or attachment to forms. Perception of diversity is a hindrance when 
you start to realise you could simplify how you pay attention to the breath. In yoga 
exercises, the teachers sometimes say ‘See how you can simplify your effort!’ This can 
apply to the breathing practice too: sometimes just looking for what is simple in the 
meditation, whether it is a still centre to any light, or to a simple good feeling arising with 
the breath, stops the mind ‘diversifying’ too much, and rather there is a sense of the whole. 
And the last one, ‘excessive meditation on forms’, perhaps refers to the times, amongst 
other things, when we become over focused on one product of the practice. A new look 
may be needed, so there is not a sense that the practice has to go one way, as one can get 
disappointed if it does not. These are of course interpretations only: clearly a meditation 
like the breath is intended here, and it is interesting to see how it works in one’s own 
practice. 
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The Buddha said that he had really struggled with all of these. Sometimes he saw light, but 
had no sense of forms arising in the practice; sometimes it was the other way around. But 
then he had found he could perceive a little light, and limited ‘forms’ – a sense that the 
practice is going somewhere, perhaps, and of contact with the breath. Then he made these 
immeasurable, so that his attention became filled with a sense of unlimited light and form. 
He saw then that each one of these imperfections had dissolved: so, he developed 
stillness, or concentration, in three ways: with a directing of the mind and exploration [the 
first jhāna], stillness without these first two jhāna factors, and then with joy, and then with 
happiness, and then with equanimity. When he realised he could do all of these and attain 
any of these states, without any of the imperfections arising, he started to feel free – 
perhaps advice to be taken at any level. When one can find peacefulness at any stage of 
the practice, and go through them all with friendliness to each stage, there is a sense of 
comprehensiveness, as if the whole body has engaged and the mind feels flexible for all 
contingencies. At that time, the Buddha saw that ‘his deliverance was unshakeable’ – he 
was liberated. 
 
Most of us get one or other of these problems. As someone said after the talk, you could 
probably go through each one of these ‘defilements’ after a week of meditation and say 
‘check! Yes, I recognise that one!’ They are very human problems that come up all the time 
for any meditator – and it is heartening to hear that the Buddha had experienced them all 
too, in his final lifetime. While we may not find complete ‘deliverance’, going through the 
stages of the practice and feeling at peace with each one of them does start to give us that 
sense of freedom.  
 
I love all the layers in this sutta. At first we have a situation of conflict: no practice is really 
possible as the practitioners are just so at odds with one another: you can take that inside 
to our own mind, and the state when you are so angry you cannot settle. So the Buddha 
visits some meditators who really have overcome this basic disharmony. They have 
worked out a really good arrangement for cleaning, helping one another and sorting out 
the basic domestic arrangements in their life well. They live with genuine loving kindness 
and in harmony. But they still get problems in their meditation. This certainly rings a bell – 
sometimes at Greenstreete, perhaps even most when things are really operating well and 
happily – you can start to be aware of subtle problems in the mind, like disturbing wave 
patterns on the radio blocking a good tune. The interferences seem all the keenly 
perceived precisely because a lot of external difficulties have settled down. These are the 
imperfections, in sometimes subtle form. The hindrances are like ‘troublesome friends’. 
You have to negotiate a way through them: changing a breath length in the practice, trying 
a different stage, or just going for a walk. Or you can just go through each stage of the 
meditation, trying to savour and enjoy each one, and the mind seems to settle down, as if 
it has been exercised by the movement through each stage. It feels then that you have 
‘tuned in’, and can enjoy any stage. 
 
At the end of the sutta the practitioners are all delighted: the Buddha, the ‘awake mind’, 
has suggested ways of understanding their problems. In fact the Buddha does not say 
much about how to deal with them. His main advice seems to be, in effect, to learn to 
experiment and move the practice arounds its stages, so that the mind does not dwell on 
the hindrance, but enjoy exploring the method: making a little light larger, immeasurable, 
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or becoming aware of the contact in a different way. But it is really just that recognition of 
an obstacle, and the labelling of it, in itself, that seems to allow the practitioners to go on 
to the next stage of their meditation. 
 
I felt it was very helpful to hear the talk, and its main focus on this one sutta. I started to 
get a sense of the sutta as a whole: the conflict, then the harmony arising from attention 
to physical detail, the friendliness that leads to experimentation in the meditation, and 
then the sense of freedom at the end. In another text, Anuruddha is said to become the 
arahat whose face, because he practises so much breathing mindfulness, ‘shines like the 
full moon’. I don’t know if we can manage that, but the Buddha’s teaching to the one who 
in time becomes renowned for his enjoyment of the breath seems one good way to 
exercise the mind, at different lengths of breath, and different stages: by just enjoying 
each stage for its own sake, we can get some sense of his peaceful freedom.  
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Reflections on Reopening the Manchester Centre 
 
The group formed to prepare the Manchester Centre for its re-opening following the 
lockdown, were recently reflecting on their experience since March, when the centre was 
closed. We remember those feelings of disbelief and sadness on the day we closed the 
centre, turning the heating to frost setting, cleaning out the fridge, the bins, the re-cycling, 
with no idea of what the future held, when we might return.   
 
Although in the following months Samatha as a whole blossomed: new groups, talks, 
dhamma activities and sharing rose up through Zoom and other online forums, there was 
still an awareness in the background of the centre being closed, a kind of loss, of 
something missing. 
 
In July, as lockdown eased, there was a sense of new beginnings and the process of re-
opening the physical bases of Samatha, our centres, began. 
 
There are recollections of many Zoom meetings, phone calls and countless emails, working 
through the complex and changing guidelines for places of worship with our friends in the 
Samatha Trust, a detailed risk assessment at the Manchester Centre,  extensive measuring 
with a 2 metre rod to ensure social distancing could be maintained, thorough spring 
cleaning sessions, purchase of new equipment to implement infection control measures 
and masses of paperwork – info for teachers and meditators, forms to be devised for this, 
that and everything! 
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Finally, all was ready and the centre opened its doors to existing classes and meditators. 
The challenges continued - the need to include all meditators on Zoom in addition to those 
able to and happy to attend the centre resulted in the extending and updating of our 
previously very low profile internet connection.  
 
No chanting allowed in places of worship, we needed a different way – pre-recorded 
chants by teachers, playing of the Samatha CD and reflecting on or listening to the Refuges 
and Precepts as a meditator led the chant online. Some group chanting at the funeral of 
our friend Peter also took place outside in the centre garden, fortunately during a dry 
morning! 
 
Open doors and windows to ensure good ventilation has resulted in meditators dressing 
warmly and bringing blankets with them, together with their own refreshments (no tea 
and biscuits, no cake!!).  No socialising, classes kept to a minimum, we are no longer able 
to discuss Dhamma until late in the evening; learning to adapt our practice whilst wearing 
a mask, a very interesting experience, which became necessary after one of the changes 
in guidelines from the Government. 
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For various reasons, the number of meditators returning to the Manchester Centre has 
remained small. The classes based at the centre continue to include everyone; no-one is 
left out, and each of the new 'hybrid classes' have adapted to include the needs of its 
members. Some groups meet weekly, fortnightly or monthly at the centre, but all meet 
with a sense of appreciation and gratitude that we are there, helping to keep the energy 
and good feeling of our centre awake and flourishing.  A monthly pūjā recently zoomed 
from the centre was able to bring the flavour of previous pūjās held at the centre, with the 
main shrine as a background to the online pūjā and paritta chanting. 
 
There has recently been a monthly cleaning session, similar to previous mindful work 
sessions, but wearing masks and socially distanced from each other. This was followed by 
a group practice. There was such a sense of gladness and peace despite the cold wind 
brushing by, and the intermittent roar of the traffic from the open windows. We reflected 
on Sangha and our dāna, and the generosity of those both recently and from the beginning 
when the Manchester Centre was first established, that has enabled it to grow and 
develop within the family of Samatha. 
 
The rules allowing us to use our centre are different and sometimes challenging, but the 
feeling of the connection with the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha flows undisturbed and 
joyful. The centre has recently opened its doors to new meditators; not even a trickle has 
passed through them yet but there is the feeling that what we have established here as a 
Sangha over these years is there to be shared. 
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Reflections on Meeting at the Manchester Centre 
 

Sitting to practise in the centre for the first time following lockdown was a joy. Wearing a 
mask during the meditation wasn’t cumbersome in the way I thought it might be, in fact it 
was interesting to explore the experience. I’d also been pre-warned to layer up as 
windows would be open, and a jumper and blanket were plenty to mitigate any chill in the 
air. Additionally, there was an added element of mindfulness as the group were careful to 
follow the new distancing guidelines.  For me this was helpful in enhancing the sense of 
being present and ready to focus on the meditation.    
 
Returning to the centre has caused me to reflect on why it feels so special to practise 
there. We are lucky in Manchester to have a beautiful building, and it is a pleasure to visit 
because of this, but I suppose I always previously thought of the centre as primarily a 
practical thing; a space for our group meetings and socialising with other meditators. 
Having enjoyed and benefited from the continuity of meeting and practising virtually over 
lockdown, I realise now that the group can be distinct from the building. However, the 
centre itself still feels very important in a way above and beyond its aesthetic qualities. 
 
Upon reflection, I think for me, the centre is special because it is the physical embodiment 
of a shared endeavour. One that is undertaken by all who contribute to its care and 
purpose – even if that is just a class here and there. I feel a great sense of gratitude to the 
community that created and maintain the space, and I am glad when I can contribute too. 
The result of the shared work is a wonderful, welcoming place that many can enjoy and it 
is a pleasure to see and feel this when in the building.  
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Reflections on Meeting Online 
 
With the transition into lockdown, the move of the centre online has been a lifeline. Whilst 
experiencing so much change, of which I’m sure we can all empathise, still being able to 
meet every week has been incredibly grounding. Looking at my experience over the 
lockdown period, I finished my degree, moved house twice and sadly lost a very close 
relative all whilst the normal became submerged into the unknown. Having an online space 
to gather, meditate and explore the elements of our practice enabled the continuation of 
my development (I appreciate, even in ways that I might not have otherwise) and meant 
all was not lost.  
  
My personal silver lining of being able to practise online is that I have been able to continue 
being part of my group regardless of my location. Before lockdown, I often found that 
being a student (and my hectic life that followed) was the biggest hindrance to me 
developing my practice as I struggled to consistently attend the centre. Still being fairly 
new to meditating with 2 years of experience, a weekly point of contact with the teacher 
and the group is extremely important for me. However, being able to join the group online 
allowed for this, no matter where I happened to be. Holding the sessions online has 
supported me having to move out earlier than expected from my student accommodation 
in Manchester and relocate back home. As lockdown was easing, I took a trip to the 
Scottish coastline that coincided with one of our weekly group sessions. It became 
extremely apparent of the online benefits as I was able to join the group from inside my 
tent! Moving from Manchester this year was inevitable for me as I graduated in the 
summer. Initially, I was worried about how this would affect the continuation of my 
practice, which has become such an integral part of my life. However, the online meetings 
have ensured my practice develops with relative ease - despite the occasional unstable 
internet connection!     
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One of my favourite parts of the weekly meetings at the centre was learning new 
teachings and sharing awarenesses that had arisen during the week. I have always found 
being part of a sangha to be instrumental in assisting the development of my practice and 
a place where I have found much joy.  As much as a drawback it has been, not being able 
to connect with the members of my group as we share a physical space to meditate, I have 
still found new awarenesses arising as we discuss our experiences on Zoom and a loving-
kindness to develop across the screen. The change of scenario has illuminated new areas 
to explore within my practice and has allowed it to expand in ways that may not have if 
the situation remained the same.  
 
The availability of meeting online allows me to feel very much part of my meditation group 
albeit not living in the same city as many people it contains. I want to thank all of those 
involved at the centre for making this transition possible, to my teacher, who is a constant 
foundation of support and to the members of my group whose continuous insights, 
openness and acceptance allow for a space in which joy can arise whilst practising.  You all 
constantly contribute towards my motivation to practise so we can discover and share our 
experiences together. For now, the online is a blessing - even if it means sacrificing my 
favourite tea and biscuit catch up at the end of each session! 
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Mindfulness of Breathing: How Interesting! 
 
Most, if not all, who are reading this article will be familiar with the breathing mindfulness 
practice. If so, you will have doubtless been taught about the five meditation factors that 
overcome the hindrances (and more).  
 
Within the first year of learning to practise samatha, the five hindrances and five 
meditation factors are introduced and discussed in the class. When I was in that position, 
the common translation of initial application, sustained application, joy, happiness and 
one-pointedness was used. But on one occasion, a new teacher dropped into the class and 
gave some different translations for most of the factors. They were as follows: 
 
 

Vitakka Focus 

Vicāra Examining 

Pīti Interest 

Sukha Happiness 

Ekaggatā Unification 

 
I found the first three translations particularly helpful and I still find them helpful many 
years later. The experience of daily practice and the more intense experience in strict 
practice follows this process. We begin our practice by focussing on the object.  As we hold 
the focus, we begin to examine the object, we get to know it more clearly. Through the 
continuing process of focussing and examining, interest begins to grow in the object, we 
naturally become more absorbed in it. A sense of happiness develops over time and finally 
the mind becomes unified. 
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I remember some time before I started meditation practice, I read a review of a piece of 
music that was composed based on Zen principles. The single note played on a flute was 
based on the premise that something that was boring for five minutes could be interesting 
for 10 or 20 minutes. When I saw the list of meditation factors with pīti translated as 
interest, this seemed to fit with the general development of the practice. It applies to any 
field of work (kammaṭṭhāna); when we set out on a new area of study, we have to focus 
and examine the subject to hand. It takes some work, but with continued application 
interest in the subject begins to arise and we can return to it again and again with 
increasing ease. 
 
Over the course of time, it is easy for us to get into an habitual approach to daily practice 
which just goes through the motions. I find it useful to remind myself of the basic principles 
of focussing and examining and allowing interest to arise and develop with regard to 
whatever stage of the breathing practice I am doing. It strengthens the factors and so 
strengthens the practice.  
 
This is a gradual process, for sure. In fact, it is important to let it develop gradually and 
naturally in order for it to reach its full potential. Nai Boonman once said that doing the 
practice is like making a new friend: if you try to make friends too quickly, it doesn’t work, 
it is never deep and long lasting. On another occasion he also said that even after many, 
many years doing breathing mindfulness, he was still learning new things about the 
breath. How interesting! 
 
 
 
 

 


